Final TCARI grid for OPR-N326-FA-2012, Registry No. H12420
Mutiny Bay, Admiralty Inlet, WA

9444900 PORT TOWNSEND, ADMIRALTY INLET

9445016 FOULWEATHER BLUFF, TWIN SPITS

9447130 SEATTLE, PUGET SOUND

In order to reduce the resulting pollution and damage to the marine environment, all vessels, including those carrying cargo, should avoid the area.

Charted submarine pipelines and cables are shown as:

Pipeline Area

Additional uncharted submarine cables may be present in this area. Not all submarine cables are recorded as such; others that were originally laid may become exposed. Marine vessels should operate with caution when operating in areas where pipelines and cables are known to be present.

Covered wells may exist, and unlit buoys may be used to mark them.

The recommended two-way route (TSS) formalizes traffic patterns with barge traffic and fishing vessels moving traffic transiting eastbound south of the TSS and north of them as depicted on the chart. Slower vessels should follow the route established for the TSS.